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Nanocell Logic Gates for Molecular Computing
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Abstract—Molecular electronics seeks to build electrical devices
to implement computation—logic and memory—using individual
or small collections of molecules. These devices have the poten-
tial to reduce device size and fabrication costs, by several orders
of magnitude, relative to conventional CMOS. However, the con-
struction of a practical molecular computer will require the molec-
ular switches and their related interconnect technologies to be-
have as large-scale diverse logic, with input/output wires scaled
to molecular dimensions. It is unclear whether it is necessary or
even possible to control the precise regular placement and inter-
connection of these diminutive molecular systems. This paper de-
scribes genetic algorithm-based simulations of molecular device
structures in a nanocell where placement and connectivity of the
internal molecular switches are not specifically directed and the
internal topology is generally disordered. With some simplifying
assumptions, these results show that it is possible to use easily fab-
ricated nanocells as logic devices by setting the internal molecular
switch states after the topological molecular assembly is complete.
Simulated logic devices include an inverter, aNAND gate, anXOR
gate and a 1-bit adder. Issues of defect and fault tolerance are ad-
dressed.

Index Terms—Circuit simulation, genetic algorithms, logic cir-
cuit fault tolerance, logic devices, molecular electronics.

I. INTRODUCTION

M OLECULAR electronics seeks to build computational
systems, both memory and logic, wherein individual

or small collections of molecules serve as discrete device
components. Potential advantages of molecular electronic
systems could be many-fold including reducing the complexity
and cost of current integrated circuit fabrication technologies,
reducing heat generation by using only a few electrons per bit
of information, and providing a route to meet the ever-con-
tinuing demand for miniaturization [1]–[3]. While molecules
are approximately one million times smaller in area than their
present-day solid state counterparts, this small size brings with
it a new set of problems. In order to take advantage of the
ultrasmall size of molecules, one ideally needs an interconnect
technology that: 1) scales from the molecular dimensions; 2)
can be structured to permit the formation of the molecular
equivalent of large-scale diverse modular logic blocks as found
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in very large-scale interconnect (VLSI) architectures; and
3) can be selectively connected to mesoscopically (100 nm
scale) defined input–output (I/O). Three architectures that have
previously been described are the teramac, nanofabric, and
the quantum dot cellular automata (QCA) [4]–[7]. Although
these routes possess some distinct advantages, they are de-
pendent upon precise molecular order and on building arrays
of logic via exact arrays of nanostructures. Moreover, the I/O
challenges remain enormous in those architectural models.
The nanocell approach described here is not dependent on
placing molecules in precise orientations or locations and the
lithographic challenges of the I/O structure become trivial,
however, programming issues become far more challenging.

A nanocell is a two-dimensional (2-D) [3-D models could
also be considered] network of self-assembled metallic parti-
cles connected by molecules that show reprogrammable (can
be turnedON or OFF) negative differential resistance (NDR) (or
other switching and/or memory properties although these are
not addressed in the simulations here) [8]. The nanocell is sur-
rounded by a small number of lithographically defined access
leads at the edges of the nanocell. Unlike typical chip fabrica-
tion, the nanocell is not constructed as a specific logic gate and
the internal topology is, for the most part, disordered. Logic is
created in the nanocell by training it postfabrication, similar in
some respects to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). Even
if this process is only a few percent efficient in the use molecular
devices, very high logic densities will be possible. Moreover,
the nanocell has the potential to be reprogrammed throughout
a computational process via changes in theON andOFF states
of the molecules, thereby creating a real-time dynamic recon-
figurable hard-wired logic. The central processing unit of the
computer would be comprised of arrays of nanocells wherein
each nanocell would have the functionality of many transistors
working in concert. A regular array of nanocells is assumed to
manage complexity, and ultimately, a few nanocells, once pro-
grammed, should be capable of programming their neighboring
nanocells, although the precise heuristic needed for the pro-
gramming of neighbors has not yet been defined. Alternatively,
arrays could be programmed one nanocell at a time via an un-
derlying CMOS platform.

The primary goal of this paper is to demonstrate the initial
algorithmic feasibility of programming a nanocell to perform
a logic operation—creating functionality from disorder. First, a
nanocell description and the molecular switch features are ad-
dressed. Then, with some simplifying assumptions, SPICE sim-
ulations describe the performance of the nanocell programming
algorithms. Defect and fault–tolerance issues are studied. Some
details of the genetic algorithm (GA) used are presented before
making conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Simulated self-assembled nanocell is depicted. The black rectangles at
the edges are the I/O leads. The entire cell, excluding the outer portions of the
contact pads, would be approximately 1�m .

II. DESCRIPTION OF THENANOCELL

A nanocell could be m possessing 20 I/O leads on the
edges that can be contacted by standard lithographic wiring.
A simulated self-assembled nanocell is depicted in Fig. 1. The
black rectangles at the edges are the I/O leads. The entire cell,
excluding the outer portions of the contact pads, would be
approximately 1 m . A 2-D array of the metal nanoparticles
(gray circles) is deposited on an oxide surface (gray back-
ground) with a 90% density in this simulation. A molecular
self-assembled monolayer coating each nanoparticle would
control the spacing between nanoparticles. Molecular switches
would insert into the inert self-assembled monolayer barrier
around each nanoparticle via processes that have previously
been demonstrated, and thereby inter-link adjacent nanoparti-
cles [9], [10]. For the simulation, a Poisson distribution with
an average of five molecular switches per nanoparticle is used.
This distribution is used because we will eventually move to
multiple switches between pairs of nanoparticles. Each molec-
ular switch could be set into anON state or anOFF state. Al-
though the figure shows nanoparticles in a random subset of a
regular grid, such placement is not essential and it merely eases
simulation choices. The dimension of 1m with 20 access
leads was chosen to relax fabrication constraints. As shown in
Fig. 1, this network of molecules and particles can be modeled
as a planar graph where the nodes are the nanoparticles and the
edges are the molecular switches. Based on a nanoparticle di-
ameter of 60-nm and 3-nm spacings by the bridging molecules,
each nanocell will contain approximately 200–250 nanopar-
ticles, well within the range of experimental fabrication. In
our simulations, the nanoparticles are laid out on a regular
hexagonal grid with some probability that each grid location
contains a nanoparticle. Initial experiments on nanoparticle
depositions on an oxide surface indicate that they do form a
fairly regular grid [9]. This regular grid in the simulations has
no effect on the programming of a nanocell. It only determines
the possible connections within the nanocell. Every nanopar-
ticle could be moved slightly, and the same results would be

obtained. It is estimated that an average of five molecular
switches will have the proper orientation between adjacent
particles’ facets to join adjacent nanoparticles. However, for
the sake of simplicity, initial simulations assumed that at most
one molecular switch bridges any pair of adjacent particles,
while later simulations in this paper consider multiple connec-
tions. Both the oxide surface attachment and the nanoparticle
segregation have been experimentally demonstrated. Our pre-
liminary experimental results on 2-D gold nanoparticle/con-
jugated molecule assemblies have shown that we can have
current flow over the 1-m distance [9]. The nanoparticles are
kept from coalescing into multiparticle arrays through the use
of short alkanethiols self-assembled onto the gold nanoparti-
cles [10]. A series of functional, electrically settable molecular
switches will then be introduced. Each molecular switch is ter-
minated on both its ends with molecular alligator clips, such
as thiols, and allowed to insert between adjacent nanoparticles
via self-assembly with molecule-metal chemical bonding to
establish the electrical contacts between the adjacent nanopar-
ticles and between the nanoparticles and nearby I/O leads.
We have already demonstrated molecular switch insertion and
bridging between nanoparticles, and through these structures
re-settable enhanced conductivity and resistivity states have
been established using voltage pulses at nearby lithographi-
cally defined contact pads [9], [11], [12].

Once the physical topology of the self-assembly is formed
in the nanocell, it remains static; there is no molecule or
nanoparticle dynamic character (other than bond rotations
or vibrations) to the highly crosslinked network. The only
changeable behavior is in the molecular states: conducting
ON or nonconductingOFF, as set by voltage pulses from the
periphery of the cell, or as defined by the search algorithms in
these simulations.

Several types of room temperature-operable molecular
switches have been synthesized and demonstrated in nanopores
and atop silicon-chip platforms [4], [5], [9], [11], [12]. The
functional molecular switches can be reversibly switched
from anOFF state to anON state, and/or the reverse, based on
stimuli such as voltage pulses. The number of nanoparticles
(usually metallic or semiconducting) and the number of the
interconnecting molecular switches can vary dramatically
based on the chosen size of the nanocell and on the dimensions
of the nanoparticles and molecules chosen.

Within the fabricated nanocell, the input and output leads
could be repetitively interchanged based on the programming
needs of the system, thereby demonstrating the pliability of
the architecture. Naturally, issues of gain will eventually have
to be addressed through either an underlying CMOS layer
or clocked circuits programmed into the nanocell [13]–[16].
Even if one CMOS transistor was used for gain at the output
from each nanocell, enormous space savings could be attained
since a nanocell could possess the functionality of numerous
transistors working in concert to produce a specified logic
function. Furthermore, by capitalizing on the NDR properties
of the molecular switches, internal gain elements based upon
NDR/nanoparticle/NDR stacks (Goto pairs) could be effica-
cious [17], [18].
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Fig. 2. Shown is our first experimentally obtainedI(V ) curve of a self-
assembled monolayer of1 between two metallic contacts [11], [12]. Initially,
the I(V ) response is in the “0” state (open circles). Once application of a
1.75-V pulse takes place, the molecule sets into a new state, “1” (black circles),
that exhibits NDR behavior wherein the current rises then falls with increased
voltage. Initial simulations used thisI(V ) curve.

III. M OLECULAR SWITCHES

The functionality of a nanocell depends largely on the
(current as a function of voltage) characteristics and placement
of its molecular switches with respect to the nanoparticles. We
have demonstrated NDR with a largeON-to-OFFratio from sev-
eral types of molecular switches based upon nitro-containing
oligo(phenylene ethynylene)s, such as one, that are sandwiched
between metallic contacts [11], [12]. A characteristic
curve that we have obtained from1 is shown in Fig. 2, and
these devices have been functioning for over one year with no
signs of degradation over nearly switching events [11],
[12]. We will exploit this NDR behavior (rise then decline
in the current with increased voltage) in order to build logic
devices that exhibit negating functionality such asNAND or XOR

responses from these two-terminal devices since two voltage
inputs that are high could set the device into anOFFstate (right
side of the curve). Switches that do not exhibit the NDR
characteristic cannot provide the negating functionality needed
for the approach described here [4], [5]. Early simulations were
run with the curve derived from one (Fig. 2). Although
NAND gates and inverters were trained, theON-to-OFF ratios
were low (approximately 2:1). However, more recent simula-
tions have been run with a simulated curve displayed in
Fig. 3. This curve has NDR behavior and anON-to-OFF ratio
of 1000:1. Although, it has not been obtained experimentally,
similar effects have been observed at low temperatures, and
modified systems are being synthesized to optimize the room
temperature effects [9], [11], [12]. We expect to obtain room
temperature curves of this sort in the near future.

IV. GENERAL PROGRAMMING

The object in programming or training a nanocell is to take a
random, fixed nanocell and turn its switchesON andOFFuntil it
functions as a target logic device.The physical position of each
molecular switch is first fixed; i.e., the internal topology of the

Fig. 3. Shown are the simulatedI(V ) curves used in logic gates demonstrated
later in this paper. TheON-to-OFFratio is 1000:1. Although these precise curves
have not been obtained experimentally, similar NDR behavior with very large
ON-to-OFF ratios has been observed at low temperatures. We expect to obtain
these characteristics at room temperature in the near future.

nanocell is static. The nanocell is then trained postfabrication
by changing the states,ON or OFF, of the molecular switches.

Here, the terms omniscience, omnipotence, and mortal
switching in relation to the programming algorithms used are
introduced. By omniscience we mean that the connections
within the nanocell and the location and state of each switch
are known. Omnipotence means that the search algorithm
knows the location of each molecular switch and has precise
and selective access to reversibly set itsON or OFF state.
Naturally, the definition of omnipotence includes omniscience.
Finally, with mortal switching, the algorithm does not know the
connections within the nanocell or locations of the switches,
and switching is limited to voltage pulses applied to the I/O
pins. The actual physical nanocell will be programmed in a
mortal fashion and switching will occur only through voltage
pulses between contact pads along the periphery.

When we eventually program nanocells through mortal
switching, we will treat them as black boxes. However, in
exploring this mortal problem it is useful to approach it in a
different manner. Programming a nanocell with only mortal
switching involves solving two problems: 1) finding switch
states such that the given nanocell functions as the target logic
device and 2) finding a series of voltage pulses (applied to the
I/O pins) that give rise to these desired switch states. In the
simulations presented here, we address this first problem and
assume omnipotent control over switch states. Given a certain
density of nanoparticles and molecular switches, the goal is to
determine whether any random nanocell can be trained as some
target logic device, with the assumption of absolute control
over switch states. We do not plan on actually reaching into a
physical nanocell and turning switchesON or OFF. Rather, after
thoroughly investigating, via simulations, the first problem of
finding switch states where a nanocell functions as a target
logic device, we will explore strategies for training a nanocell
with voltage pulses at the I/O pins. The simulations here only
address the first problem, namely a proof-of-concept that a
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nanocell can be trained omnipotently. If it cannot be trained
omnipotently, there is no hope for mortal training. However,
we present here some results which suggest that mortal training
could be efficacious.

However, some preliminary strategies for mortal training in-
clude taking advantage of the capacitances of the nanoparticles
to better access individual switches.1 Theoretically, a line of
molecular switches between two I/O pins, where there is some
capacitance between two nanoparticles, can be set to any pattern
of ON andOFFstates by using these capacitances. While the net-
work of molecular switches and nanoparticles within a nanocell
is much more complicated than a simple line of switches be-
tween I/O pins, simulations indicate that the solution space for
some logic gates is quite dense. This implies that it will not be
necessary to uniquely access every individual molecule. In fact,
if there are multiple switches between two nanoparticles, then
every switch oriented in one direction will switch states simul-
taneously. However, this should not be a problem because tog-
gling groups of molecules is most likely sufficient.

Here, the model used to simulate nanocells and the algorithm
with which they are trained are presented.

V. MODELING A NANOCELL

Given the density and dimensions of the nanoparticles and the
average density of the molecular switches, a random nanocell
is generated as a hexagonal grid of metallic particles with the
specified chosen density. Molecular switches connecting adja-
cent nanoparticles are distributed following a Poisson distribu-
tion based around the given average density (Fig. 1). After the
creation of a nanocell, the settings on 20 surrounding I/O pins
(five pins occupying each of the four sides) are specified. Each
I/O pin can be set to input, output, or to float, and thus behave
as a nanoparticle.

A random nanocell must be trained to function as some useful
logic device. In order to train a nanocell, the output current re-
sulting from the voltage traces applied to input pins must be
evaluated. With individual molecules modeled as nonlinear re-
sistor circuit elements, Intusoft’s ICAPS/4 Windows version of
SPICE was used to compute the current through each output
pin [19]. Achieving convergence in SPICE was resolved by in-
cluding the parasitic capacitance expected between the nanopar-
ticles. The added capacitance prevents abrupt changes in the
current from occurring during simulations, which more realis-
tically models the nanocell architecture and helps with conver-
gence [13].

The nanocell training problem with omnipotence is a combi-
natorial optimization problem where the search space is the set
of all possible switch states for some fixed nanocell. We estimate
than an actual nanocell would contain ca. 250–1000 nanopar-
ticles (depending on the size of the nanoparticles chosen) and
ca. 750–10 000 molecular switches in the proper orientation be-
tween proximal nanoparticle facets contained in a nanocell of
1 m [9]. In that case, the size of this search space is minimally

(as a size comparison, the number of elemental particles in
the universe is estimated at 2). A GA is used to search this
space [20].

1The authors thank P. Lincoln of SRI for suggesting this approach.

VI. GAs

GAs work by taking a population of individuals, represented
as strings of “1s” and “0s,” quantifying their fitness, then recom-
bining them to generate a new population of children. Usually
the first generation is randomly created, and then three opera-
tors are used to produce each subsequent generation: selection,
crossover and mutuation. First two parents must be selected.
They are either selected randomly or more fit individuals are
given preference. The most simplistic method of giving prefer-
ence is to use roulette wheel selection. Each individual is given
a portion of a roulette wheel that is proportional to its fitness.
The wheel is spun to select each parent. Hence, the most fit in-
dividual is most likely to be selected as a parent, and the least
fit individual is the least likely to be chosen. Another method
of selection is tournament selection. In tournament selection, a
subset of individuals is chosen, and the two most fit of this
group are chosen to reproduce next. Tournament selection has
the advantage of varying the degree to which the most fit in-
dividuals are favored. Favoring them too much can cause the
problem of too little population diversity [20].

Once two parents are selected, they must be recombined to
form two new children. Single point crossover is the simplest re-
combination method. If the length of the chromosome (the string
of “1s” and “0s” representing each individual) is, then some
point between 1 and is chosen as the crossover point.
To create the first child, the firstbits of the first parent are com-
bined with the last bits of the second parent. The second
child is created by attaching the firstbits of the second parent to
the last bits of the first parent. Alternatively, with-point
crossover, crossover points are selected and the children are
produced analogously. In uniform crossover, a coin is flipped for
each bit of the chromosome. If it is heads, the first child gets this
bit from the first parent, and the second child gets this bit from the
second parent. If it is tails, then the first child gets this bit from
the second parent, and the second child gets this bit from the first
parent. Hence, uniform crossover is similar to-point crossover,
except the number of crossover points changes with each new
pair of children. The two parents are both automatically replaced
by their children, or of the four individuals, the two most fit are
kept and the other two discarded [20].

After crossover, each of the two new children is mutated.
Each bit of each new child is flipped with some probability.
Mutation keeps the GA from losing certain chromosomal infor-
mation. For instance, without mutation, if every individual in
the current generation has a “0” in some particular bit, then it
is impossible for subsequent generations to have a “1” in this
bit. Hence, potentially beneficial genetic information is not lost
when mutation is used [20].

VII. T RAINING NANOCELLS WITH A GA

The goal in training a nanocell is to find configurations within
a randomly assembled nanocell that will perform as some given
logic gate. Genetic algorithms work well for this problem. First
a random nanocell is generated and a target logic device is de-
fined (such asNAND). Next, some of the pins are set to input or
output. The nanocell is currently a voltage-in, current-out de-
vice, so high and low input voltages, and are deter-
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mined, as well. When the truth table value of an input is 1,
volts are applied to this pin. A truth table value of zero indi-
cates that volts are applied. Similarly, we set and
as the low and high output current thresholds, respectively. If
the current through an output pin is at or below , that pin is
consideredOFF, and if the current is at or above , the pin is
consideredON.

The states of the nanocell’s switches are stored as a “chro-
mosome” of “1s” and “0s.” An initial generation of random
chromosomes is produced. Each chromosome corresponds to a
different set of switch states for the nanocell with fixed locations
of nanoparticles and molecular switches. For the results shown
here, each generation contains 25 individuals. Next, the fitness
of each individual in the generation must be evaluated. The
nanocell simulator was written in Windows, so Microsoft’s
COM platform was used to interface through OLE to Intusoft’s
ICAPS/4 Windows SPICE variant and, thus, determine the
output current for each configuration of switches. We start with
the fitness, . Next by parsing the output from SPICE, we
determine the output of the individual at each clock step. We
then compare these readings to and to determine if the
output pin isON, OFF, or neither (between the discrete threshold
settings). If the output at clock step is supposed to beON

and is greater than , then nothing is added to. Otherwise,
replace with . If is supposed to beOFFand is
less than , then nothing is added to. Otherwise, replace
with . In this way, the fitness of each individual is
quantified. Note that a fitness of zero indicates that the individual
successfully functions as the target logic device; therefore, the
GA stops when some individual receives a score of zero.

This fitness formula does not work well for training all logic
gates. For instance, in trainingNANDS, we found that individuals
whose current was always high received a better score than those
whose output current had the correct shape but was on the wrong
scale. To alleviate this problem, we began to scale the fitness
score based on the slope of the output current. Hence, the score
of an individual whose current decreased when both input pins
were at high voltage was scaled down. Alternatively, the fitness
of an individual whose current increased or remained the same
was scaled up. This technique proved to be extremely effective
at quantifying the true fitness of an individual.

After the fitness of a generation is evaluated, tournament
selection, uniform crossover, and a mutation probability of

are used to create subsequent generations. Children
always replace their parents, but the two most fit individuals
of the older generation are copied into the younger generation.
In the following section, the results of this training process are
presented.

VIII. R ESULTS OFGA TRAINING

Inverters,NAND gates, half-adders, and 1-bit adders have
been discovered using the nanocell simulator. For the inverters,
NANDS, and half-adders, the simulated curve displayed
in Fig. 3 was used to characterize theON andOFF states of the
molecular switches. A simulated curve with rectifying
diode behavior was used for the 1-bit adder.

Twelve nanocells were randomly generated, and all 12 were
successfully trained as inverters. In Fig. 4, the output of one of

Fig. 4. Inverter is demonstrated in this nanocell using the SPICE model and
theI(V ) curve shown in Fig. 3. The plots show the input and output voltage as
a function of time.

the inverters is shown. The pin labeled “A” is set to input, and the
pin labeled “1” is set to output. Note that the input and output
pin are adjacent. This is due to the fact that training negating
logic gates is easier with shorter paths from input to output.
Shorter paths give rise to higher voltage drops across molecules
attached to the output pin, which in turn makes it easier to get
past the peak in the curve. High-input voltage is set at 2
V and low-input voltage is set at 0.5 V. The output pin is con-
sideredOFF if there is nA recorded, andON if nA are
recorded. Hence, theON-to-OFF ratio is 100:1. If the thresholds
are allowed to vary with each nanocell, anON-to-OFF ratio of
1000:1 is obtained. The accompanying plots show the voltage
as a function of time for input A. The corresponding
output current through the output pin is also plotted as a func-
tion of time. Note that Output “1” is high when Input “A” is
low. Likewise, the Output “1” is low when the Input “A” is high,
which is the proper truth table sequence for an inverter (Fig. 4).
It took an average of four generations to train each inverter. The
simulation time depends primarily on the number of molecular
switches in the nanocell. To run a generation of 25 individuals it
takes approximately 10 s if there are ten switches, 25 s if there
are 100 switches, and 250 s if there are 1000 switches. Hence,
four generations took about 160 s on an 800-MHz desktop PC,
virtually all of which was simulation time for SPICE to operate.
In actual physical training time we estimate that this would take
on the order of 1 ms since the nanocell and test electronics can
operate at a rate of 100 MHz, thus, 100 000 trials can be per-
formed in 1 ms. Encouragingly, three of the inverters were found
in the initial random population, before the GA began to con-
verge upon a solution. This indicates that the solution space
is enormous, which will be helpful when the move is made
toward more realistic mortal switching and when considering
defect- and fault-tolerant needs wherein multiple solutions are
necessary.

In addition to the inverters, I/O settings forNAND gates were
discovered.NANDS are particularly attractive since they consti-
tute a functionally complete logic set meaning that any logic
function could be created fromNAND sets.2 The settings that
were found to yieldNAND gates are shown in Fig. 5. The logic

2Note that all functions can be computed from any logical function that
generatesNOT and AND or OR. Thus,NAND is functionally complete because
NOT(X) = NAND(X; 1) andAND (X;Y ) = NOT NAND((X;Y )). AND and
XOR are functionally complete becauseNOT (X) = XOR(X; 1). The authors
thank M. Hill, Univ. of Wisconsin for sharing this with them.
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Fig. 5. NAND gate is demonstrated in this nanocell using the SPICE interface
model and theI(V ) curve shown in Fig. 3. The plots show theV (t) andI(t)
with the accompanyingNAND Truth Table logic.

TABLE I
TRUTH TABLE FOR A NAND GATE

for a NAND requires two distinct inputs. The pins labeled “A”
and “B” are the input pins, and the pin labeled “1” is the output.
High-input voltage is set at 2 V, while low-input voltage is set
at 0.5 V. The output pin is consideredOFF if there is nA
recorded, and it is consideredON if nA are recorded.
Hence, there is a 50:1ON-to-OFF ratio. As with the inverters,
an even betterON-to-OFF ratio (100:1 or 1000:1) was obtained
when the thresholds vary from nanocell to nanocell. The accom-
panying plots show the for the inputs “A” and “B” and the
corresponding output current over time. Note that output 1 is
high when either Inputs “A” or “B” are high, but low when both
Inputs “A” and “B” are high, in concert with the accompanying
NAND truth table in Table I.

Twelve nanocells were randomly generated, and all 12 were
successfully trained. However, the pin settings had to be ad-
justed to get one of theNANDS to converge since it was too
sparse around the original input pins, so the locations of the pins
were changed from the upper right corner of the nanocell to the
lower left corner. After this change, the nanocell was success-
fully trained as aNAND gate. On average it took about nine gen-
erations for eachNAND to converge. This took about 6 min to run
due to the SPICE simulations. Again, this should take merely
milliseconds in actual physical training time (vide supra). As
with the inverters, twoNAND gates were found in the initial
random population. Once again, this indicates a vast solution
space, which will be extremely helpful when the assumption of
omnipotence is dropped.

To test the robustness of theNAND gates, input “B” is held
to high voltage while input “A” is swept fromOFF-to-ON-to-
OFF. Next, “A” is set to constant high voltage, and “B” is swept
from OFF-to-ON-to-OFF. For both of these tests, eachNAND gate

functions as an inverter with theON andOFF thresholds given
for theNANDS. As anticipated, this implies that theNAND gates
are robust.

Finally, a 1-bit adder has been trained (Fig. 6) with a
70-nanoparticle, 1000-molecular switch nanocell, where the
molecules exhibit rectifying diode behavior as displayed in
Fig. 6. A molecule with this precise curve has not yet been
synthesized; however, a mononitro oligo(phenylenenethyny-
lene) that the authors synthesized does have a similar shape
[11], [22]. In Fig. 6, the pins labeled “A” are set to the first
input, those labeled “B” are set to the second input, and those
labeled “C” are set to the third input. The output pins are
labeled “1” and “2.” High-input voltage is set at 1.8 V, while
low-input voltage is set at 0 V. The input voltages are different
from those used forNANDS and inverters because of the funda-
mental difference in the truth tables. For aNAND or inverter,
the output should be high for low inputs, whereas for an adder,
the output should be low. One can use identical input voltages
by using high rails on theNANDs and inverters. The output pin
is consideredOFF if there is pA recorded. It is considered
ON if pA are recorded. The accompanying plots show
the for the inputs and the corresponding output currents
over time, while the truth table for a 1-bit adder is displayed in
Table II. Improved search techniques and the exploitation of
different molecules and pin settings should improve upon the
2:1 ON-to-OFF ratio exhibited here. This result is significant in
that it demonstrates that a nanocell can be trained as a complex
logic device with multiple outputs.

IX. DEFECT- AND FAULT-TOLERANCE

Moreexplicit evidenceof thesizeofNAND gatesolutionspaces
was found using SPICE toexhaustively evaluate every possible
combinationofswitchstates for50nanocells.Small cellsof5–16
switches were used because the number of switch state combi-
nations is , where is the number of switches. TheNAND I/O
settings from previous trials were used. The scores of every pos-
sible set of switch states for a cell with 14 molecular switches
(16 384 possible states) is displayed in Fig. 7. Theaxis repre-
sents every combination of switch states and theaxis, the corre-
sponding score. The combinations were evaluated in Gray code
order; hence, two adjacent combinations differ by exactly 1 bit
[20]. For the nanocell results displayed in Fig. 7, 13% of the pos-
sible switch states functioned as aNAND. In the 50 test nanocells,
3%–19% of the switch states functioned asNAND. This implies
that it will probably not be difficult to mortally train aNAND. It
also indicates that a nanocell trained as aNAND is defect tolerant
because the performance of the logic gate does not depend on a
single set of switch states.

Furthermore, as a check of defect tolerance, large, multiple-
switch nanocells were tested for defect tolerance through the
SPICE interface. With all switches in theON position, the cell
showedNAND logic with ON-to-OFF output current thresholds
of approximately 20:1. Switches were then chosen at random
and set to theOFF position and the cell was evaluated period-
ically (data not shown). The average nanocell tested had 1826
switches, and % of these switches could be turned to the
OFFnonconducting state before the cell lostNAND functionality
with the minimum outputON-to-OFFratio set-point of 10:1. This
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Fig. 6. A 1-bit adder is demonstrated on a randomly assembled nanocell using the SPICE interface model. The plots show theV (t) for the inputs,I(t) for the
outputs and theI(V ) curve used for the molecules in theON state. TheOFFstate is the same as in Fig. 3. The truth table for a 1-bit adder is displayed, as well.

TABLE II
TRUTH TABLE FOR A 1-BIT ADDER

indicates a high tolerance for numerous faults in the nanocell ar-
chitecture.

In addition, aNAND gate was tested for variation in the
curve of the molecule used in the nanocell. The nanocells were
trained with a peak current at 0.625 V. TheNAND retained its
functionality for peak voltages of 0.61 V–0.77 V. If the peak is
less than 0.61 V and the high-input voltage is lowered, theNAND

gate also works. Similarly, for peak voltages greater than 0.77
V, the high-input voltage must be increased. Hence, the nanocell
maintains itsNAND functionality for a wide range of molecular
peak voltages. Additionally, if the peak voltage is not in this
range, the high-input voltage can be adjusted.

The GA trials and exhaustive tests indicated that to train a
nanocell as aNAND, one must simply have enough molecular
switches in theON state near the input and output pins. Addi-
tionally, the number ofON molecules between input A and the
output should be approximately the same as the number between
input B and the output. This conclusion indicated that a single
nanocell could be trained as several independentNANDS. This
hypothesis was tested on a very large nanocell—approximately
900 nanoparticles and 9000 molecular switches, with multiple
switches between adjacent nanoparticles. The nanocell is dis-
played in Fig. 8 where each two-letter set is the independent
NAND input, i.e., “A”and “B,” working inconcert with the nearby
output designated by a numeral, i.e., “1.” The molecular switches

in each of the four corners are in theON state while the molecular
switches in the middle of the cell areOFF. This establishes a
barrier between the four corners. Each of the four corners of this
singlecell functionsasan independentNAND gatewithminimally
a 15:1ON-to-OFFratio. This nanocell might be straightforward to
train mortally by initially adding all the molecules into the cell in
anOFFstate. Next, applying enough voltage to the input pins in
each corner to turnON most of the molecules in that region, a
NAND should be afforded in that corner.

X. DISCUSSION

Although configuration of the nanocell was achieved through
omnipotent control of each molecule, ultimately the goal is to
eliminate this assumption and move toward mortal switching
where access should be limited to the surrounding input and
output pins. However, before assuming this limited knowledge,
it is important to demonstrate the proof-of-principle possibil-
ities for a nanocell using omnipotence. As shown here, the
nanocell is a practical approach to molecular computing under
these constraints. It does not require molecules to be placed
into precise locations, rather it is self-assembled with only short
range order, and, therefore, eases fabrication demands, and it
addresses the interconnect concerns of molecular computing.
Its postfabrication training suggests other exciting possibilities.
Nanocells might be reconfigurable “on-the-fly” throughout a
calculation process, thereby permitting dynamic hard-wired
logic changes, similar to FPGAs or even biological systems.
Furthermore, the molecular switches described here that show
NDR behavior have been used for memory applications [22],
[23]. Thus, the same nanocell could be used for memory in
some circumstances and logic in others while nanocells that
cannot be trained as high-level logical devices could be used as
memory or low-level devices.

The results presented here are for voltage in–current out
nanocells. Clearly, uniformity of signal is necessary before
nanocells are wired together. However, bistable latches provide
a means for obtaining a voltage output driven by current [13],
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Fig. 7. Displayed is the solution space for configurations of a 14-switch nanocell that function as aNAND gate. Thex axis represents each combination of switch
states. They axis represents the corresponding scores, where a score of zero indicates that the nanocell functions as aNAND with these switch states. The bottom
graph magnifies the range from 0–250. The space of solutions is clearly dense.

Fig. 8. Nanocell with approximately 900 nanoparticles and 9000 molecular
switches that has been trained as four independentNANDS. TheON-to-OFF ratio
is 15:1.

[17]. Hence, training voltage in–voltage out latched nanocells is
essentially the same as training voltage in–current out nanocells.

More extensive tests remain with the SPICE model. Exper-
iments with various types of molecular switches should be
carried out to determine potentially enhanced characteristics.
Search algorithms other than the GA should be tested, so as
to permit exploration of omniscient and mortal programming.
Among other search algorithms, the authors plan to explore
simulated annealing, the amoebae algorithm, go-with-the-win-

ners, and genetic hill-climbing [24]–[26]. Some may be best
addressed in the actual experimental platforms. Reinforcement
learning, as well as a version of GAS called classifier systems
will also be investigated [20], [27]. These methods allow
purely mortal programming of the nanocell because they treat
the nanocell as a black box. Knowledge of the interior of the
nanocell is limited to measurements taken at the I/O pins,
and the states of molecular switches are altered by voltage
applied to the pins. Binary decision diagrams will be explored
as a way of learning about the interior of nanocells when the
omniscience and omnipotence assumptions are dropped [28].3

Another question to answer is what level of logic device
complexity is attainable and does the nanocell provide a
significant advantage when compared to traditional solid-state
dimensional requirements? Based on the International Tech-
nology Roadmap for Semiconductors, CMOS will be able to
attain simple logic gate functions, such asAND andOR gates, in
approximately 1 m , within the next four years [29]. However,
the authors are presently seeking to program circuit structures
of at least the complexity of a 2-bit adder, with a carry, within a
nanocell. In 2005, in solid state devices, a 2-bit adder at 0.1-m
feature sizes will require about 50 transistors over 15–50m
of chip real estate, depending on the wiring scheme used.

3P. Lincoln suggested this technique.
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Therefore, significant scaling achievements at lower fabrication
constraints might be attained with the nanocell described here.

Finally, in these simulations, the rapid convergence to solu-
tions and exhaustive tests on small nanocells leave us encour-
aged with regard to the large solution space for a desired logic
property, thereby providing a significant level of hard-wired
tolerance.

XI. CONCLUSION

The simulations described here provide a proof-of-principle
for the overall nanocell approach. It takes advantage of the small
size of molecules within a nanocell and it appears to configure
with an interconnect technology that can be structured to permit
the formation of the molecular equivalent of large-scale ordered
logic with diverse logic functions. Additionally, it can be selec-
tively connected to lithographically defined I/O, and the size of
the solution space lends itself to a defect- and fault-tolerance.
The mode of programmability from disorder is an exciting ap-
proach to molecular computing that could prove essential as
the authors move toward molecular-based computing machines,
and it should be placed within the arsenal for molecular com-
puting architectural considerations.
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